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DOMAIN-FREE A^-CALCULUS

KEN-ETSU FUJITA1

Abstract. We introducé a domain-free A^-calculus of call-by-value
as a short-hand for the second order Church-style. Our motivation
cornes from the observation that in Curry-style polymorphic calculi,
control operators such as calice or ^-operators cannot, in gênerai,
handle correctly the terms placed on the control operator's left, so
that the Curry-style system can fail to prove the subject réduction
property. Following the continuation semantics, we also discuss the
notion of values in classical system, and propose an extended form of
values. It is proved that the GPS-translation is sound with respect to
domain-free À2 (second-order A-calculus). As a by-product, we obtain
the strong normalization property for the second-order A^-calculus of
call-by-value in domain-free style. We also study the problems of type
inference, typability, and type checking for the call-by-value system.
Finally, we give a brief comparison with standard ML plus calice, and
discuss a natural way to avoid the unsoundness of ML with calice.

Mathematics Subject Classification. 68N18, 68Q05.

INTRODUCTION

On the basis of the Curry-Howard-De Bruijn isomorphism [33], proof réduc-
tions can be regarded as computational rules, and the algorithmic contents of
proofs can be used to obtain correct programs that satisfy logical spécifications.
The computational meaning of proofs has been investigated in a wide range of
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fields, including not only intuitionistic logic but also classical logic and modal
logic [12,13,35,37,42]. In the area of classical logic, there have been a number of
noteworthy investigations including Griffin [22], Murthy [43], Parigot [46], Berardi
and Barbanera [4], Rehof and S0rensen [52], de Groote [24], Ong [44], and Ong
and Stewart [45].

As far as we know, however, polymorphic call-by-value calculus has never been
studied from the viewpoint of classical logic. In this paper, we introducé a domain-
free A/x-calculus of call-by-value as a short-hand for the second order Church-style.

Our motivation cornes from the observation that in Curry-style polymorphic
calculi, control operators such as calice or ^-operators cannot, in gênerai, handle
the terms placed on the control operator's left. In other words, control operators in
Curry-style polymorphic calculi unexpectedly violate the eigenvariable condition
of polymorphic generalization during the réductions, so that the subject réduction
property no longer holds true in the system.

Following the continuation semantics, we also discuss the notion of values in
classical system, and propose an extended form of values. It is shown that the
CPS-translation is sound with respect to domain-free À2 (System F of Girard,
Polymorphic calculus of Reynolds). We observe that the inverse of the soundness
does not hold, and that adding ^-réduction in Ong and Stewart [45] breaks down
the soundness of the CPS-translation. By the non-trivial use of the modified CPS-
translation, it can be obtained that the second order call-by-value A//-calculus in
domain-free style has the strong normalization property and the Church-Rosser
property. Next, we study static properties of the call-by-value system; type check-
ing, typability, and type inference. All the problems are proved undecidable for
the second-order system in domain-free style [21], by a réduction from simple in-
stances of the second-order unification problem [53,54]. Finally, we give a brief
comparison with standard ML plus calice, and discuss a natural way to avoid
the unsoundness of ML with calice [26].

1. STYLES OF A2-TERMS; CURRY-STYLE, CHURCH-STYLE,
AND DOMAIN-FREE

There are two well-known styles of typed lambda calculi, z.e., Curry-style and
Church-style. Those styles are also called implicitly typed and explicitly typed,
respectively. With respect to the simply typed lambda calculus A~% there is a
forgetful map from A~* à la Church to à la Curry, and conversely, well-typed
terms in A^-Curry can be lifted to well-typed terms in A~*-Church [6]. In the case
of ML [40], there also exists implicitly typed and explicitly typed Systems, and
they are essentially equivalent [29]. Hence, the implicitly typed system serves as
a short-hand for the explicitly typed system.

However, the équivalence between Curry-style and Church-style does not always
hold for complex Systems. Parigot [46] introduced A/i-calculus in Curry-style as
second order classical logic although A^x-calculus à la Church was also given [48].
An intrinsically classical réduction is called the structural réduction that is a kind
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of permutative proof réductions in Prawitz [50] or the so-called commutative eut.
The A/i-calculus of Parigot is now known as a call-by-name System. If we construct
second-order A/x-calculus of call-by-value, then it will be clear that the Curry-style
cannot work for a consistent System following the démonstration in this section.

In a call-by-value system of A/i, we can adopt one more permutative réduc-
tion [45,46], called the symmetrie structural réduction2, to handle the terms placed
on the /x-operator's left as welL However, the application of the symmetrie struc-
tural proof réduction in the Curry-style, in gênerai, violâtes the eigenvariable con-
dition of polymorphic generalization. Consider the following figure in which erasing
type information from polymorphic terms dictâtes the uncorrect application of the
symmetrie structural réduction:

[a}M1

Af:
\LOLM : Ai

V : A2 fia.M :

V : (Vt.Ai) —>
FM

[ Û ] ( 7 M

M [y =>

A,
i :

i)

a]

A2

:±-A

: Vt.Ai

y.
l

a.
2

(v/r

: A2 fj,a.M[V => a] : A2

where M[V => a] dénotes a term obtained by replacing each subterm of the form
[a]N in M with [a](VN). Hère, assume that M is in the form of [o;](At/i . . . yn.M

f)
and the type Ai dépends on type of some yi (1 < i < n). /.e., Xyi .. .yn-M' has
type Ai = Bi —» • • • —» Bn —• B where yi : Bi, and t is a free type variable in
Bi. Then the eigenvariable condition of (V/)* in the figure above is broken down,
since the free type variable t in Ai is still open under the assumption yi : Bi. For
instance,

Xx.{\f.(Xx1X2.x2)(fx){f{Xx.x)))(lia.[a]{Xy.ixp.[a](Xv.y)))

has type £—•£—>£. But this term is reduced to Xx.x by the use of the
symmetrie structural réduction. Let P = \f.(\xix2.x2)(fx)(f(\x.x)) and Q =
fjLa.[a](\y.fj,p.[a](\v.y)). Then the well-typed term

\g.{\x.g{PQx)){\x.g(PQx)) : (W,{t' -• t')) -^ t -+ t

is similarly reduced to Curry's fixed point combinator, Xg.(Xx.g(xx))(Xx.g(xx)).
On the other hand, the case fia.M of na\a](\v.Mf) and M' of jjij3.[a](Xx.x)
is a special case where v £ FV(Mf) = FV(fj,j3.[a](Xx.x)), and the symmetrie

2 Of course one can add the symmetrie structural réduction to Xfj, of call-by-name. However
we could not expect the Church-Rosser property for such a system. Our explanation for the
failure of the subject réduction is applicable to polymorphic calculi in Curry-style, including
let-polymorphism, together with the symmetrie structural réduction. See also [18].
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structural réduction is applicable even to polymorphic \ia.M. For example,

Xx.((Xf.(XxiX2-X2)(fx)(f(Xx.x)))(fia.[a\(Xv.fiP.[a}(Xx.x)))x) : t —» t

is type correctly reduced to Xx.x.
This kind of phenomenon with respect to calice was fïrst discovered by Harper

and Lillibridge [26] as a counterexample for ML with calice. The above examples
show that the subject réduction property no longer holds true in the second-order
Curry system with control operators. One can also find the similar phenomenon
such that the second-order Curry system does not closed under 77-reductions [39].

From the viewpoint of classical logic, the fatal defect in type préservation under
réductions can be explained as follows: in A^u-calculus à la Curry (second-order
classical logic), an application of the symmetrie structural réduction, in gênerai,
breaks down the eigenvariable condition of polymorphic generalization, and hence
erasing polymorphic type information makes typable terms unclosed under the
symmetrie structural réductions. As a resuit, the contexts placed on the poly-
morphic y^-operator's left cannot be handled correctly by the symmetrie structural
réduction, Le., the failure of the subject réduction property. In terms of explicit
polymorphism, in other words, an évaluation under A-abstractions cannot be al-
lowed without restricting M.M to kt.V [27] where V is called a value. In the
example above, however, the polymorphic term Q cannot be considered as a value.
Even in the Damas-Milner style [11] (implicitly typed ML) plus control operators,
a similar defect still happens under an ML-like call-by-value [27,28].

To avoid such a problem in implicitly typed ML with control operators, one can
adopt an 77-like expansion for polymorphic control operators [18], such that

let ƒ = fjta. Mi in M2 t> l e t / = Xx.fia.M1[a <ï= x] in M2,

where each subterm in the form of [a](Xy.w) in M\ is replaced with [a](Xy.w)x.
Another natural way to avoid the problem is to take a domain-free System

introduced formally by Barthe and S0rensen [7], Table 1.

TABLE 1. Styles of (typed) À2-terms.

Church-style
Domain free
Curry-style

object var. abst.
Xx:A.M

Xx.M
XxM

type var. abst.
At.M
At.M

type app.
MA
MA

In the above example, the term Q is a polymorphic term, and this type becomes
\/t.(t —> t). Hère, the explicitly typed term as a form of a value, V = At.Q is used
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for /^-réductions, such that

Xx.(Xf.(Xxlx2.x2)(ftx)(f(t -> t)(Xx.x))) V:t^>t-*t

is now reduced to \v.\x.x.
In the next section, under the call-by-value strategy we introducé a domain-free

À//-calculus, which is regarded as a short-hand for the complete Church-style. To
obtain the results in this paper, it is enough to consider a System such that At.M
is represented simply as KM such as a lifting and MA as M(), and (ÀM)() is
reduced to M. A similar observation is given for let-polymorphism by name in
Leroy [36]. The annotations A and () for polymorphic terms play a rôle of choosing
an appropriate computation under call-by-value. However, from the viewpoint of
classical logic, a domain-free A/x-calculus is considered hère rather than such a
simplified polymorphism using the annotations.

On the other hand, Harper and Lilhbridge [27] extensively studied explicit poly-
morphism and CPS-conversion for Fw with calice. The call-by-value System Ay/x
introduced in Section 2 can be regarded as a meaningful simplification of the sec-
ond order fragment of their System.

2. Ay/i-CALCULUS IN DOMAIN-FREE STYLE

Following the observation in the previous section, we introducé Ayyu-calculus: a
domain-free A/i-calculus of call-by-value3 for polymorphism, le., second order A y
plus /x-operator in domain-free style. Terms in domain-free style have domain-free
A-abstraction [7] and domain-free /i-abstraction.

The types A are defined from type variables t and a type constant _L The
négation -iA is defined as A —> _L.

Définition 2.1 (Types A). A ::= t | _L | A -> A \ Vt.A.

We have a set of term variables x, y, z,..., and a set of names (that will be
called continuation variables later) a, /?, The type assumptions are defined as
usual, and A is used for a set of name-indexed types.

Déf in i t i on 2.2 (Type Assumptions T, A ) . F ::= { )\x: A,T] A : := { }\Aa, A.

The terms M are defined as term variables, A-abstractions, applications,
/^-abstractions, or named terms. Since we have sorted variables, i.e., term vari-
able x and type variable t, we have explicit distinction between terms and types,
and then A-abstraction is used for both term variable and type variable abstrac-
tions.

Définition 2.3 (Terms M). M ::= x \ Xx.M | MM \ XL M | MA | fwt.M \ [a] M.

From a logical viewpoint, the typing rule (-LE) for \ia.M is regarded as a
classical inference rule such that infer F, ̂ A \- fia.M : A from F, -iA,a : ->A h

3The System \y^ is also an extended System of call-by-value XJJL in [16].
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M : ±. The typing rule (_!_ƒ) for [a)M can be considered as a special case
of _L-introduction by the use of (—» E). On the basis of the continuation semantics
in the next section, a name can be interpreted as a continuation variable. In the
rule (-LT), the continuation variable a appears only in the function-position, but
not in the argument-position. Here, the négative assumption a:-*A corresponding
to Aa of (_!_ƒ) can be discharged only by {-LE). This style of proofs consisting of
the special case of _L-introduction is called a regular p̂roof in Andou [1].

Définition 2.4 {Type Assignment Rules).

FhM1:A1 -> A 2 ; A r h M 2 : Ai; A r , s :Ai K M : A2;A
r I- MiM2 : A2; A ^ ' r H Ax.M : Ai -> A2; A ^ '

Th M : V*.Ai;A
h MA2 : A1 [t := A2] ; A ^ F h At.M : Vt.A; A ^ *

r h [a] M : _L; A, Aa v y Th ẑa.Af : A; A

where (W)* dénotes the eigenvariable condition.

The notion of values is introduced below as an extended form; the class of
values is closed under both value-substitütions induced by {f3v) and left and right
context-replacements induced by (/^,r), as defined later.

Définition 2.5 {Values V). V ::= x \ Xx.M \ Xt.M | [a]M.

The définition of the réduction rules is given below under call-by-value. In
particular, the classical réductions (/^,r,t) below can be explained as a logical per-
mutative réduction in the sense of Prawitz [50,51] and Andou [1-3]. Here, in the
réduction of {fio..M)N\> JJLOL.M[a <̂= TV], since both type of fia.M and type of each
subterm Af' with the form [a]AP in M can be considered as members of the seg-
ments ending with the type of jia.M', the application of (—> E, VE) is shifted up to
each occurrence Af', and then M[y <̂= N] (each [a]M' is replaced with [a](Af'iV))
is'obtained. This réduction is also called a structural réduction in Parigot [46].
On the other hand, since a term of the form /xa.Af is not regarded as a value,
(Ax.Mi)(/ia.M2) will not be a /3-contractum, but will be a contractum of {jii) be-
low, which can be considered as a symmetrie structural réduction. FV(M) stands
for the set of free variables in Af, and FN{M) for the set of free names in Af.
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Définition 2.6 (Term Réductions).

(pv) (Xx.M)V > M[x := V]

(rjv) XxVx > V iïx£FV(V)

(fo) (Xt.M)A > M[t := A]

(rit) Xt.Vt > V if t£FV(V)

(fit) (ua.M)A t> jiaM[a ^ A]

(pi) (/xa.Mi)M2 > fj,a.Mi[a <= M2]

(/v) V(aaM) > fiaM[V => a]

(rn) [a](fj,(3.V) t> ^[/3 := a]

({JL-T}) na\a\M t> M if a £ FN(M)

where the term M[a <ï= iV] dénotes a term obtained by M replacing each
subterm of the form [a]Mf in M with [a](M'N). That is, the terms (context)
placed on ^a.M's right is replaced in an argument position of M' in [a]M'.
In turn, the term M[V => a] dénotes a term obtained by M replacing each
subterm of the form [a]M/ in M with [a](VM').

Our notion of values is closed under the réductions, i.e., values are reduced to
simpler values. Because eta-reductions and renaming rule (rn) are restricted to the
extended values. The restriction of the two rules to values is essentially necessary
to establish a sound CPS-translation in Section 3. We note that as observed
in Ong and Stewart [45], there are closed normal forms which are not values,
called canonical forms, e.g.} ua.[a](Xx.fi(3.[a](Xv.x)). Those terms can be reduced
by (53) in [47] or Q^ in [45], but in this case, (jia.M)(a(3.N) is reduced in the
two ways (not confluent). Note also that the failure of operational extensionality
for /iPCF~ is demonstrated in [45]. In fact, Çfun becomes admissible under the
eta-reduction and (fir)- In this paper, however a term in the form of \xa.M is not
a value, and we have the value-restricted (r\v) instead of the eta-reduction itself.

We dénote >M by the one-step réduction induced by t>. We write =M for the
reflexive, symmetrie, and transitive closure of >p. The notations such as >py >pr}t)

>~p} > 7̂?) =/3T7, etc. are defined as usual (+ for the transitive closure, and * for the
reflexive and transitive closure), and >^ dénotes i-step /^-réductions (i > 0).

On the basis of the sorted variables; term variable x, name a, and type vari-
able £, we have explicit distinction between terms and types; term-applications and
type-applications; and term variable-abstractions and type variable-abstractions.
Hence, when a well-typed term is given, the corresponding type assignment rule
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is uniquely determined by the shape of the term. From this syntactical property
of terms, we have the natural génération lemma for Xyji.

Lemma 2.7 (Génération Lemma for

(1) IfThx: A; A, then T(x) = A.
(2) /ƒ T h M1M2 : A; A, then F h Mx : Ax -> A; A andT h M2 : Ax\ A for some

AL

(3) /ƒ F h Xx.M : A; A, then F, £ : Ai h M : A2; A and A~ Ai -> A2 for some
Ai and A2.

(4) /ƒ T H M Ai : A; A, then F h M : Vt.A2; A and A = A2[t := Ai] for some
A2.

(5) I / T h \t.M : A-A, thenT\~ M : Ai; A and A = Vi.Ai and t £ FV(F) /or

(6) /ƒ T h [a]M : A' A, tfien F h M : Au Ax and A = _L and A = AUA^ for
some Ai.

(7) IfTh fia.M : A-A, then F h M : _L; A, Aa.

Proposition 2.8 (Subject Réduction Property for \Vfi). If we have F h Mi :
A; A and Mx >A1 M2 in Xyfi, then T h M2 : A; A in Xyji.

Proof By induction on the dérivation of M\ t>̂  M2. Note that in Xyfi, typing
rules are uniquely determined depending on the shape of terms. D

The well-known type erasure \M\ is defined as follows:

\x\ = x \Xx.M\ = \x.\M\ \MiM2\ = \Mi\ \M2\
\Xt.M\ = \M\ \MA\ = \M\ \na.M\ = fia.\M\ \[a]M\ = [a]\M\.

Then it can be seen that the typing relation is preserved between Xyfi and implic-
itly typed Xfi\

(i) if we have Y h M : A; A in AyM> then F h \M\ : A; A in implicit Xfj,;
(ii) if we have F h Mi : A; A in implicit À̂ u, then there exists M2 such that

Mi = \M2\ and F h M2 : A; A in Xyfi.

The set of types inhabited by ternis coïncides between implicit Xfi and Xypt. How-
ever, erasing type information makes typable terms unclosed under réductions,
such as r/-reduction of the erasure in Mitchell [39], and hence the subject réduc-
tion property for \M\ is broken down. See counterexamples in Section 1.

3. CPS-TRANSLATIONS FOR Ày/i-CALCULUS

3.1. SOUNDNESS OF THE CPS-TRANSLATION

To provide the CPS-translation, we defme a domain-free À2 (see also [7]) as
the intuitionistic fragment of Xyfj,. Hère, we have two kinds of term variables;
besides A-variables x1 y, z,... used in À-calculus as usual, the System À2 has the
distinguished variables a , /3 , . . . called continuation variables. Réduction rules in
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domain-free A2 are also defined as usual under call-by-name. The term with the
form [a]M (value) will be interpreted as Afcl(Ma), where the représentation
of Ma is consumed by the continuation A:, such as the case of À-abstraction. The
translation from Xy/j, to domain-free A2, with an auxiliary function \l/ for values,
comes from Piotkin [49].

Définition 3.1 (CPS-Translation).

(i) x = Xk.kx.
(ii) Xx~Jd = Xk.k{XxM).

(iii) Xt.M = Xk.k(Xt.M).
(iv) [Ö\M = Xk.k(Ma).
(v) fia.M = Xa.M(Xx.x).

(vi) WJ= XkJdjXm.mA^k).
(vii) MiM2 = Xk.Mi{XmM2{Xn.mnk)).

(a) ^(x) = z.
(b) tf (Ax.M) = Arr.M.
(c) tf(At.M) = At.M.
(d) tf(

© £« = L

According to the continuation semantics of Meyer and Wand [38], our définition
of the CPS-translation can be read as follows: if we have a variable x, then the
value x is passed on to the continuation fc. In the case of a A-abstraction, a
certain function that will take two arguments is passed on to the continuation k.
If we have a term with a continuation variable a, then a certain function with
the argument a is passed on to the continuation /c, where the variable a will be
substituted by a continuation. Hère, it would be natural that a value is regarded as
the term that is mapped by ^ to some term consumed by the continuation fc, since
the continuation is the context in which a term is evaluated and then to which the
value is sent. Our notion of values as an extended form is derived following this
observation.

Lemma 3.2. Let = dénote the definitional equality of the CPS-translation.

(1) For any term M where k g FV{M)} Xk.Mk t>@ M.
(2) For any value V, V = Afc.fc*(V).
(3) For any term M, value V, and type A,

we have M[x := V] = M[x := tf (V)] and M[t := A] = ~M[t := A*].

The above lemma can be proved by straightforward induction. On the basis of
the CPS-translation, the left and right context-replacements M[a <= Mi] and
M[V => a] can be interpreted as the following substitutions for continuation vari-
ables, respectively.
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Lemma 3.3. Let M contain i free occurrences of [a] where i > 0.
Then we have that M[a <= Mi] t>̂  M[a := Xm.Mx(Xn.mna)] and M[a <<= A]

>zp M[a := Xm.mAqa\.

Proof. By induction on the structure of M. See Appendix 5.1. D

Lemma 3.4. For any term M and value V, M[V => a] o| l M[a :~ An.\P(V)na];

where M contains i free occurrences of [a].

Proof By induction on the structure of M. See Appendix 5.2. D

Let >pvr be one-step >^ consisting of (/3„), (/3t), (??„), (rçt), {^v)^ o r (rn)-
Let >st be one-step >fJi consisting of (^), (/ir), or (//t).

Lemma 3.5. /ƒ we Ziaue M >fM N in XVfJ>, then M =pv N in domain-free À2. To
be précise, the following holds true:

(1) if M >pvr N in AyM? then M o ^ TV in domain-free X2;
(2) if M \>st N in Xyji, then M =p N in domain-free À2.

Proof By induction on the dérivation of M >fx N. See Appendix 5.3. •

Now, we have confirmed the soundness of the translation in the sense that
equivalent Ayyu-terms are translated into equivalent domain-free A2-terms. This
property essentially holds for untyped terms.

Proposition 3.6 (Soundness of the CPS-Translation). If we have M —^ N in
then then M =pv N in domain-free X2.

The translation logically establishes the double négation translation of Kuroda.
For a set of name-indexed formulae A, we define ->(Aa, A)q as a : ̂ Aq, ^Aq.

Proposition 3.7 (Kuroda Translation). If Xyfj, has F h M : A\ A, then domain-
free X2 has Tq, -As h M : -.-.A*.

Proof By induction on the dérivation. D

From the consistency of domain-free À2, it is derived that Xv^ is consistent in
the sense that there is no closed term M such that h M : _L; in Àv/x.

With respect to Proposition 3.6, it is known that the implication is, in gênerai,
not réversible. The counterexample in [49] is not well-typed. Even though we
consider well-typed ÀyM-toms; the completeness does not hold for Xv^ if we
have M1 = (Xx.x)(xy) and M2 = xy in Xyfi, then M\ =pv xy =pv M2 in À2, but
Mi ^p M2 in Xyfi. Note that in this counterexample, if one excluded ^-réduction,
then Mi ^p M2. Following Hofmann [30], the rewrite rules of Xyfj, are weak from
the viewpoint of the semantics, since Ident, (Xx.x)M = M is necessary in this
case.

According to Ong and Stewart [45], their call-by-value À/̂ -calculus has more
réduction rules with the help of type annotation; JL-reduction:

V±^AM±>fjJf3
A.M± if A^±.
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Hère, assume that we have Ni = (Xx.x)(x([a]y)) and N2 = x([a]î/), such
that x : ± ^ A,y : A \~ Ni : A; Aa (i = 1,2) where A ^ _L in Ày/x. Then Nx

and Â2 are reduced to A/3 = £4/?. [a] y by the use of _L-réduction. Now, we have
Ni =pv x{ay) =/3y? 7V2 in À2, but N3 =p Xfi.ay in A2. This example means that
the soundness of the CPS-translation is broken down for Xy/j, with _L-reduction,
even in the absence of 77-reduction. However, on the basis of the correspondence be-
tween yu-operator and Felleisen's C-operator [14] such that fia.M — C(Xa.M) and
[a]M = aM, one obtains that x(ay) =c (Xx.A(x))(ay) =c A(ay) =c C(X/3.ay)
in the equational theory Ac [30]. From the naive observation, Hofmann's categor-
ical models for XQ would also work for an equational version of the call-by-value
A/i-calculus.

3.2. STRONG NORMALIZATION AND C H U R C H - R O S S E R FOR Ay/i-CALCULUS

In order to demonstrate the strong normalization for Xyfx^ we-give a modifica-
tion of the previous CPS-translation, called a modified CPS-translation such as
in [24,48,49].

Définition 3.8 (ModiGed CPS-Transïation).
(i) x — kx.

(ii) J^M = k(Xx.XkJÏÏ).
(iii) 1) ^ ^

2) VM_ = M[fe := \n.$(V)nk].
3) WV = W^= \m.m$(V)k].
4) MiM2 = ~M[[k := XmM^[k := Xn.mnk]}.

(iv) Xt.M = k(XtXk.M).
(v) 1

2) WA - M[k := \m.mA*k].

(vi) [g]M = k(M[k:=g]).
(vii) /jia.M — M[k := Ax.x][a := k],

(a) $(x) — x.
(b) $(Ax.M) - Xx.Xkïiï.
(c) §(Xt.M) = Xt.XkJÏ.
(d) $( M

The modified CPS-translation has the following properties:

(1) V=
(2)
(3)

Lemma 3.9. We have the following property with respect to replacements:

(1) Af [a <= N] = M[a := Xm.N[k := An.mna]].
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(2) M[a <£= A] = M[a := Am.mA'a].
(3) M [ y ^ ^ J - M[a := \n.$(V)na].

Proof. By induction on the structure of M. See Appendix 5.4. D

Now the modified CPS-translation can also establish the soundness from the
following property.

Lemma 3.10. If we have Mi >fx M2 in Xyji, then M\ >£ M2 in domain-free A2.
To be précise, the following holds true:

(1) if Mi >f3Vr Mi in Xyfj,, then Mi >£ M2 in domain-free À2.
More precisely, let Mi contain no vacuous fi-abstraction, Le., a 6 FN(M)
for every subterm \xa.M of Mi. If Mi \>pvr M2, then Mi t>t M2 in domain-
free X2;

(2) if Mi >st M2 in Xyfj,, ^en Mi = M2 in domain-free À2.

Proof By induction on the dérivation of Mi >fJ/ M2. See Appendix 5.5 and also
the following remarks. D

It is remarked that a crucial case4 of (1) above is illustrated as follows: as-
sume that a £ FN(M). Even though we have Mi >pvr M2 and then Mi \>^v M2,

one cannot have (jjJa.M)Mi [>1 ({ia.M)M2. In fact, this illustration gives that

(fia.M)Mi = jia.M = (jj,a.M)M2 since a £ FN(M). On the other hand,
Lemma 3.5 says that (fia,M)M± t>t (fj,a.M)M2 still holds even under the same
assumption.

Assume that a set of réduction rules is divided into two groups; one con-
tains réductions rules which can be interpreted as a transitive closure under a
translation, e.g. (Xx.M)V >+ M[x := V] for (Xx.M)V o M[x := V], and an-
other has rules which can be interpreted as a reflexive closure, e.g. (fj,a.M)N =
fj,a.M[a <= N] for (fia.M)N o ^a.M[a 4= JV], and (raise(M))iV = raise(M)
for (raise(M))7V > raise(M). If a subterm in the left-hand side of a réduction
rule in the latter group can disappear in the right-hand side, e.g., the subterm N
in the lefVhand side has neither occurrence in the right-hand side raise(M) nor
in iia.M[a =̂ N] if a ^ FN(M), then the crucial case happens in gênerai. That
is. one step rewriting by a rule in the former group becomes not transitive but
reflexive and transitive under the translation.

The modified CPS-translation also gives an intuitionistic proof of formulae em-
bedded by the double négation translation of Kuroda in the following sense.

Proposition 3.11 (Kuroda Translation). IfXy^i hasY h M : A ; A ; then domain-
free A2 /Msr*,-.A«,fc:-.A* h f : l .

Proof. By induction on the dérivation. D

4Even the literature [24,48] seems unaware of this crucial case.
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As observed from Propositions 3.7 and 3.11, one can find an intimate relation
between the two CPS-translations:

Proposition 3.12. Let M be a Xyfi-term andV be avalue. Then for any term K,
we have the following property:

(i) 9(V)>*p${V)t- (ü) MK>+W[k:=K}, and (m) M>*0\kJÏ.

Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structures of V and M. D

To demonstrate the strong normalization for any well-typed Ày//-term, we first
show that well-typed Ay/x-terms without vacuous ix~abstractions are strongly nor-
malizable. From Lemma 3.10, Proposition 3.11, and the fact that domain-free À2
is strongly normalizing [7], the possibility of the infinité réduction path may hap-
pen only in the case (2) of Lemma 3.10. This means that we should prove the
strong normalization for >st.

Proposition 3.13 (Strong Normalization of>st)> Any Xyfx-term is strongly nor-
malizable with respect to the structural réductions >st.

Proof. Prom Lemma 5.7 in Appendix 5.6. D

At the moment we have almost, but not completely, obtained our main resuit.

Lemma 3.14. Any well-typed Xyfi-term that has no vacuous fi-abstractions is
strongly normalizable.

Proof. Suppose that a well-typed A^M-term M is not strongly normalizable with
respect to >M. Then there exists an infinité réduction path a from M; M>fJi M\ >fJi

M2 >p • • •. Here, we have three cases for the infinité réduction path a.

Case 1. The infinité séquence er consists only of >@nr'- we now have M
Mi >{3vr Mi >{3Vr • • •. Prom Lemma 3.5 (1), we also have an infinité réduction path
Mot Mi>t M2>1 - * •. On the other hand, M is well-typed from Proposition 3.7,
and hence M is strongly normalizable. Now we have a contradiction.

Case 2. The infinité séquence a consists only of \>st: in this case, we have Mo 5 t

Mi >st Mi >st • - •, which contradicts to Lemma 3.13 (strong normalizability with
respect to >st).

Case 3. The infinité séquence a consists of alternate >^7?r and >+t: assume that
we have M >ft Mi o ^ M2 >ft M% >t • • •. Since we have a G FN(Mf) for each
subterm /xa.M' of M, Lemma 3.10 proves that M — ~M[ >£ M2 = Ms > ^ • • •,

which gives an infinité réduction path from M = Mi. On the other hand, M = Mi
is well-typed from Proposition 3.11 and hence strongly normalizable, which is a
contradiction. •
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A context with a hole [ ], denoted by E or T, is defined as usual:

D é f i n i t i o n 3 . 1 5 (Context E). £ ::=[]\ EM \ VE | SA.

A term E\\xa.M\ is also represented as En[En-i[- • • Ei[fia.M] • • • ]] where Ei[] is
either [ ]M;, V*[ ], or [ ]Ai, and for simplicity, Ei also dénotes the terms M ,̂ V*, or
the type Ai.

There remains to be proved later Case 3 of Lemma 3.14 where M contains vacu-
ous ^-abstractions^ and M admits no infinité réduction path. From Lemma 3.10,
one has that if M\ />~pvM2 then either M\ />^w M2 or there exists a subterm
\IOL.M1 of M such that a $ FN(M'). It is noted that if Mi >pvr M2 in a such that
Mi ^ v M2, then Mx contains a subterm of the form /xa.M' where a $ FN(M').
Moreover, Mi >prjr M2 and M\p^ M2 hold only when Mi contains a strict sub-
term N such that Mi t>^ M, M2 >j~t M, and M has no occurrence of N for some
M, and that the réduction Mi >pvr M2 is executed by reducing the subterm JV, see
Lemma 3.19 below. In fact, even when one does not apply structural réductions
such as £[LJLQL.M1] >+t fia.M' in <r, we have 5[/xa.M'] — \ia.M1'. Since M is now
terminating although M admits an infinité réduction path, there exists such a
context £ in the terms of the finite réduction path from M. Moreover, the infinité
réduction path a essentially cornes from a subterm of M, which is reduced to Ei
of E whose image disappears under the modified CPS-translation together with
vacuous ^-abstraction.

Given a Ày^-term M, we define a finite set of subterms of M such that the
subterm may have an infinité réduction séquence but the image of the subterm
vanishes under the modified CPS-translation.

Définition 3.16 (Set of Vanishing Subterms] Vterm, VT).
M >*t Mo and Mo contains a subterm £[/za.M']

Vterm(M) = where a £ FN(Mf) and £[ } ~ £n[£n-i[' • • Si[]•••]]

with term Ei for 1 < i < n )
A set of vanishing subterms of M, denoted by VT(M), is defined as follows:

VT(M) = {N | TV is a subterm of TV' G Vterm(M)}.
Lemma 3.17. For any Xyji-term M, Vterm(M) is a finite set of proper subterms
ofM.

Proof. From Proposition 3.13, M admits no infinité réduction path with respect
to >st. D

Lemma 3.18. Let Mi and M2 be Xv^-terms. If Mx >st M2, then VT(Mi) D
VT(M2).

Proof From Définition 3.16, we have Vterm(Mi) 2 Vterm(M2), and hence
VT(Mi) ^VT(M2). D

5Prom an analysis of Lemmata 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, one has that if M\ >^ M^ then M\ >t M2,
provided that fj,-abstractions associated with structural réductions are vacuous. This establishes
the strong normalization for the full intuitionistic logic fragment of Ay/x, ie. , including the
absurdity rule.
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Lemma 3.19. If we have both M\ >pvr M2 and Mi jt^ M2, then there exist
Ni E VT(Mi) and N2 G VT(M2) such that Ni >pr]r N2 where the redex of>prir in
Mi occurs in Ni.

Proof. Let r be the t>^r-redex in Mi, and r>pvr s. If Mi contained f, then r o ^ s ,

and we had Mx t>j£ M2. Hence, if Mi >pvr M2 and Mi fi^ M2, then the image

of the o^-redex in Mi vanishes in Mi under the modified CPS-translation. This
means that an application of >pVr is locally executed only in a subterm of Mi,
which vanishes under the modified CPS-translation. The condition Mi />^ M2

is caused only by the application of the case (vii) of Définition 3.8: fia.M =
:= Xx.x][a := fc]. If a G FN(M), ie., k e_FV(fia.M) for a subterm fia.M

of Mi, then a term substituted into k exists in M, and hence ï>@Vr is interpreted as
>~p . On the other hand, if a ^ FN(M), z.e., k $. FV(fia.M), then substitutions
into k in M effect no change. Hence, from Définition 3.16 the set Vterm(Mi)
contains every subterm of Mi such that the modified CPS-image of the subterm
is substituted into vacuous k in {ia.M for each subterm jia.M of M\. •

Let #VT(M) dénote a cardinality of the set VT(M).

Lemma 3.20. Let Mi and M2 be Xyfi-terms. If Mi >pr]r M2 and Mi f>^n M2,
then #VT(Mi) > #VT{M2).

Proof. We show that an application of o^r adds nothing to VT(M2). Assume
that M' G VT(M2) or V' G VT(M2), such that the application of >pvr produces
a new i>st-redex of the form {fia.M)Mf or V(jia.M) where a 0 FN(M), and that
M' £ Vterm(Mi) nor V £ Vterm(Mi). However the o^-reduction is executed in
some term N E Vierm(Mi), and then N contains Mf or F as a subterm. Hence,
M' e VT(Mi) or V1 G VT(MX). D

It remains to prove that every well-typed Ayju-term is strongly normalizable,
including vacuous /x-abstractions. In order for the modified CPS-translation to
handle the case of vacuous //-abstractions, it is too week to prove the strong
normalization that the statement: if M admits an infinité réduction séquence
then so has M. Instead, we have the qualified statement: if M admits an infinité
réduction séquence then there exists a subterm N of M such that N also has an
infinité réduction séquence.

Lemma 3.21. Let M be a Xyfi-term. If M admits an infinité réduction séquence
of i>At7 then there exists a subterm N of M such that N induces an infinité réduction
séquence

Proof By induction on the length of M following the same case analysis as in
Lemma 3.14. Case 1; a consisting of >pVr-> can be verified following the similar
pattern to Case 3 below. Case 2; a consisting of >Sf, can be proved by Propo-
sition 3.13. Without the assumption that M has no vacuous ju-abstractions, we
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show the remaining Case 3, where M has no infinité réduction path. For simplicity,
assume that the infinité réduction path a consists of alternative >p7]r and c>st:

M >st Mx >pvr M2 >3t M3 >pr)r M 4 >at M 5

Without loss of generality assume also the following:

where >£ essentially means p̂ " , i.e., the reflexive closure. From the assumption

that M admits no infinité réduction path, we have infinité number of > 7̂?, ie., ^

except for finite number of >^ . Otherwise, M could induce an infinité réduction
path. Then we can assume both that M5 admits an infinité réduction path a1:

M 5 t>pVr M6 >8t M7 >Pr)r M8 >st - • • ,

and that M5 >^v • • • consists only of either "=" or ^ , that is,

M5 = Më = M7 = Ms = • • •

Since every >pVr is interpreted as "=" throughout the infinité réduction séquence
of >M, every application of \>pr)r is locally executed only in subterms which vanish
under the modified CPS-translationtogether with the existence of subterms fxa.M'
where a $ FN(M/)1 and then #VT(Mi) > 0. Otherwise, some of >pr}r should have
been interpreted as >^ . Hence, from Lammata 3.18 and 3.19 we have a partial
function ƒ from a term Mi in the infinité réduction path to a term in
such that for an infinité path M5 >pvr M$ >st My o^?7r Mg >st • - *,

f(M2i-i) = N for some NeVT(M2i-i) such that N>0rir N'eVT(M2i);
N f o r s o m e NeVT(M2i) such that N>st A^/eVT(M2i+i);

± otherwise.

Then there exists a proper subterm N G VT(M$) such that iV admits an infinité ré-
duction path of >fJL. Because the infinité réduction path a! has infinité applications
of o ^ r , while each VT(Mi) is a finite set such that #VT(Mi) > #VT(M i+1) > 0
by Lemmata 3.17, 3.18, and 3.20. Therefore, from the induction hypothesis we
have that N induces an infinité réduction path of >pr]. D

Theorem 3.22 (Strong Normalization Property for Xyjj). Any well-typed Xyfi-
term is strongly normalizable.

Proof. From Lemma 3.21 together with the strong normalization of well-typed
À2-terms in domain-free style [7]. D
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It is observed [17] that the straightforward use of the Tait and Martin-Löf
parallel réduction [56] could not work for proving the Church-Rosser property
for A/x including renaming rule, contrary to the comments on Theorem 2.5 in [45].
Even though one defines parallel réduction =4 as usual, we cannot establish that
if Mi =4 Ni (f = 1,2), then Mx[a <= M2] =4 Nx[a «= N2]\ fact (iv) in the proof of
Theorem 1 in [46].

Lemma 3.23 (Weak Church-Rosser Property for Xyfi)* If M >fM M± and M >fJi

M2, then Mi >* N and M2 >* N for some N.

From Theorem 3.22 and Lemma 3.23, we can obtain the Church-Rosser prop-
erty using Newman's lemma [5].

Theorem 3.24 (Church-Rosser Theorem). Ay/z has the Church-Rosser property
for well-typed terras.

It is to be noted that an application of parallel réductions is also studied to
prove the Church-Rosser property for type-free A/z-calculi of both call-by-name
and call-by-value [9,10]. From the method [10], we can establish that type free
Ay/z-calculus also enjoys the Church-Rosser property.

4. S T A T I C P R O P E R T I E S O F Ay//-CALCULUS

In this section, we briefly study the problems of type checking, typability, and
type inference for Ay^i-calculus. The problems for \y\i can be solved by answers
to the corresponding problems for domain-free A2 that is a subsystem of \y{i.

With respect to Ay/z, the problem of type inference is, given a term M, to décide
if there exist contexts F, A and a type A such that F h M : i ; A holds in Ay^,
whose problem is denoted by ? h M :?; ?. On the one hand, the problem of strong
type inference [57] is, given a term M and a context Fo, to décide if there exist
contexts F D Fo, A and a type A such that F h M : A\ A is derivable. Given a term
M and contexts F and A, then the typability problem is to décide if there exists
a type A such that F h M : A; A is derivable, denoted by F h M :?; A. Finally,
the type checking problem is, given a term M, a type A, and contexts F and A,
to décide if the judgement F h M : A; A is derivable, denoted by F h M : A; A?.

The type inference problem is proved undecidable for domain-free A2 [8]. Even
if the given term is in a normal form, the strong type inference is undecidable for
domain-free A2 [20]. Both results are obtained directly or indirectly based on the
undecidable second-order unification problem of Schubert [53,54]. A well-formed
expression T of the second-order unification is defined as follows:

Définition 4.1 (Welî-Formed Expressions T of Second-Order Unification).

(1) A type variable t is a well-formed expression of a constant.
(2) If X is an n-arity variable (n > 0) and r̂  (1 < i < n) are monotypes in terms

of ML, le., types without V, then Xr\ . . . rn is well-formed.
(3) If Ti and T2 are well-formed, then so is Ti -> T2.
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Schubert [53,54] has proved that the halting problem for two-counter automata is
reduced to the unification problem on the well-formed expressions, called simple
instances of the second-order unification. Remarked that a two-counter automaton
can simulate an arbitrary Turing machine [15,32,41].

Theorem 4.2 (Schubert [53,54]). The second-order unification problem on the
well-formed expressions is undecidable.

Prom the theorem above, we directly prove that the problem of strong type
inference for domain-free À2 is undecidable. To show this, we demonstrate a
stronger result such that the problem of strong type inference is undecidable for
the predicative fragment of domain-free À2, called domain-free ML.

Strictly speaking, the following system, domain-free ML, is a subsystem of the
so-called ML, however such a subsystem is enough to establish the undecidability:

Définition 4.3 (Domain-Free ML).

• Monotypes
r ::= t | r —> r.

• Polytypes
er : : = r | Vt.cr.

• Type Assumptions
r ::= ( ) | x:<7,r.

• Terms
M ;;=x'\ Xx.M | MM | x[ri]--'-[rn].

Assignaient Rules

(ra > 0)
F h X[TI] • - • [rn] : r[ti := n , . . . , tn := rn

F h Xx.M :r1^r2 T h MXM2 : r2

r , x : r i h M : r2 T h Mi : n -> r2F H M2 : n

Proposition 4.4 (Réduction from Unification to Strong Type Inference). The
unification problem on the well-formed expressions is reduced to the problem of
strong type inference for domain-free ML. That is, given well-formed expressions Xi
and T2; then

S(Ti) =p S(T2) under a unifier S

*=^ 3T3r. r,r^1>2 h MTl '2 : r in domain-free ML.

Outline of Proof The context ro
l i 2 and the term MTl>2 of the strong type inference

problem are determined by the given expressions Ti and T2. The existence of a
unifier S for the unification problem gives F and r, respectively. See also [20,21]
for the detailed encodings. O

Proposition 4.5 (Strong Type Inference for Domain-Free ML). The problem of
strong type inference is undecidable for domain-free ML.
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Proof Prom Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.4. D

Hence, the problem of strong type inference becomes undecidable for Xyfi
either. In the case of the domain-free style, the (strong) type inference prob-
lem for domain-free À2 is reduced to the typability problem, and moreover, the
typability problem for domain-free À2 is reduced to the type checking problem, as
follows:

Lemma 4.6. 3F.3A F, Fo h M : A in domain-free À2
3A. F o I- Xx.M : A in domain-free A2
Fo I- (Xx.Xy.y)(Xx.M) : t —> t in domain-free À2

Prom the undecidability of (strong) type inference for domain-free A2, both prob-
lems of typability and type checking become undecidable for domain-free
A2 [20,21].

Theorem 4.7 (Static Properties for Domain-Free A2). All of type checking, ty-
pability, and strong type inference are undecidable for domain-free À2.

Proof Prom Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.6. D

Therefore, the corresponding problems for Ay//-calculus are, in gênerai, unde-
cidable as shown in Table 2:

TABLE 2. Decidability of type checking, typability, and type in-
ference for

F I- M : A] A? | F h M :?; A | ? h M :?; ?
[ Ay/i-Calculus || no | no | no |

Noted that the type checking problem for domain-free A2 becomes decidable
[7,8], if the given term is a ƒ?-normal form. In the case of the call-by-name variant of
domain-free Ay/i, the type checking becomes decidable under the same restriction.
However, we do not know whether the same statement holds for the call-by-value
System Xy^- We say that a Ay^-term M is in a restricted form if for each subterm
in the form of (M\ • • • Mn) in M (n > 2), the head term M\ is neither A- nor /i-
abstraction. We only know that type checking becomes decidable for Ay/^-calculus
provided that the given term M is in the restricted form, which can be proved by
induction on M.

5. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS

We briefly compare ML [11,40] plus ju-operators {XJJL^I see [19]) with ML plus
calice [25]. In ML, the class of type variables is partitioned into two subclasses,
Le., the applicative and the imperative type variables. The type of calice is
declared with imperative type variables to guarantee the soundness of the type
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inference. On the basis of the classification, the typing rule for let-expression is
given such that if the let-bound expression is not a value, then generalization is
allowed only for applicative type variables; otherwise generalization is possible
with no restriction. There is a simple translation from the ML-programs to the
A/zmj-terms, such that the two subclasses of type variables in ML are degenerated
into a single class:

[callcc(Af)l - na.[a](\AT[(\x.[a]x))\

[throw M N] = JJ,/3. \M] \N] where 0 is fresh.

However, there are some distinctions; according to Harper et al. [25], the program:

l e t ƒ = callcc(À/c.Àx.throw k (Xv.x)) in (Xx±X2-X2){f 1)(/ true)

is not typable in ML, since callcc(Afc.Ax.throw k (Xv.x)) with imperative type
variables is not a value, and in the case of non-value expressions, polymorphism
is allowed only for expressions with applicative type variables. If it were typable
with bool, then this program was reduced to 1 following the operational seman-
tics. On the other hand, under the translation [ ] together with type annotation,
in explicitly typed Xjimi (A/zemj [19]) we have the following expression:

l e t ƒ = Xt.{ia.[a](Xx.fj,f3.[a](Xv.x)) in (Xxix2.x2)(f int 1)(/ bool true)

with type bool, and this expression is now reduced to true, as in Fu plus calice
under call-by-value, not under ML-like call-by-value [27]. In turn, the following
term:

l e t f = iia\a](Xx.}if3\a}(Xv.x)) in (Xx1x2-x2)(f 1)(/ 2)

with type int is reduced to 1 by the symmetrie structural réduction. On the other
hand, in implicitly typed Xjjimi (A^imj [19]) we have the term:

l e t f = jj,a.[a](Xx.fj,p.[a](Xv.x)) in (Xx\X2-X2)(f l)(f true)

with type bool, and this is also reduced to true. A/imj could overcome the coun-
terexample of polymorphic calice in ML, and moreover,. the typing conditions
for let-expression could be deleted. In particular, X^irni is another candidate for
implicit polymorphism by value, compared with implicit polymorphism by name
in Leroy [36].

Ong and Stewart [45] extensively studied a call-by-value programming language
based on a call-by-value variant of finitely typed A^-calculus. There are some dis-
tinctions between Ong and Stewart and our finite type fragment; their réduction
rules have type annotations like the complete Church-style, and, using the annota-
tion, more réduction rules are defined than ours, which can give a stronger normal
form. In addition, our notion of values is an extended one, which would be justi-
fied by observation based on the CPS-translation. Moreover, our renaming rule is
applied for the extended values, and following the proof of Lemma 3.5, this point is
essential for the soundness of the CPS-translation including renaming rules. Oth-
erwise the réductions by renaming rules could not be simulated by ^-réductions. In
the case of /i-abstraction if Ay/x-terms were restricted to {xa.[/3]M instead of (ia.M
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for any M, then one could have [7](//a.[/?]M) >~p ([0\M)[a :— 7]. In this sense our
renaming rule for the extended values is an extended rule. On the other hand, in
the equational theory \Q of Hofmann [30], one obtains a(C(X(3.M)) =c M[j3 :— a]
without restricting to values, which would be distinction between equational the-
ory and rewriting theory.

We used the CPS-translat ions as a useful tooi to show consistency and strong
normalization of the system. With respect to Proposition 3.6 (soundness of CPS-
translation); for call-by-name A/i, on the one hand, the completeness is obtained
in de Groote [23], z.e., the call-by-name CPS-translation is injective. For a call-
by-value system with Felleisen's control operators [14], on the other hand, the
completeness is established with respect to categorical models [30], and moreover,
this method is successfully applied to call-by-name Xfi [31]. We believe that our
CPS-translations would be natural along the line of [49], and it is worth pursuing
the detailed relation to such categorical models [31,55].

Finally, we summarize the results obtained here, besides already known ones
with respect to second-order A/z-calculi as far as we know (Tab. 3):

TABLE 3. Properties of second-order A/i-calculi.

Il Style
A/i [48]

Xfi [48]

AyM*
Ay/Z

Church
Curry
Curry

Domain Free

Strategy
CBN
CBN
CBV
CBV

SR
yes
yes
no1

yes3

SN
yes
yes
no1

yes4

CR
yes
yes
yes2

yes4

TYP
yes

no [58
no [58

no5

TC
yes

no
no

58]
58]

no5

We write CBN for call-by-name, CVB for call-by-value; SR for subject réduc-
tion, SN for strong normalization, CR for Church-Rosser; and TYP for decidability
of typability, TC for decidability of type checking.

All the properties of SR, SN, and CR for the A^-calculus are due to
Parigot [46-48]. The system Xyfi* dénotes a Curry style version of Xyfi pro-
posed in this paper. Section 1 shows no1; yes2 is derived by the method of [10];
yes3 is obtained in Section 2; yes4 is in Section 3; and no5 is in Section 4.

APPENDIX

5.1. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3

Lemma 3.3. Let M contain i free occurrences of [a] where i > 0.
Then we have that M[a <= Mi] D>̂  ~M[a :— XmM[{Xn.mna)] and M[a <^

>lp M[a := Xm.mAqa\.

Proof. By induction on the structure of M. We show only the following case:
Case of [a]M, where M contains i free occurrences of [a]:

<*=Mi] = Xk.k({Xk''M[a <= Mi]Am.MÏ(An.mnA;'))aO
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Xk.k(M[a <= Mi]Xm.M1(Xn,mna))
Xk.k(M[a :~ Xm.Mi{Xn.mna)](Xm.M±(Xn.mna)))

= [a]M[a; := Xm.M^Xn.mna)}. •

5.2. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4

Lemma 3.4. For any term M and value V, M[V => a] >|* M[a := Xn.^(V)na]r

where M contains i free occurrences of [a].

Proof. By induction on the structure of M. Only the case of [a]M is shown, where
M contains i-occurrences of [a\:
([a]M)[V=>a] = Xk.k{{XkfV(Xm.M[V =» a]{Xn.mnkf)))a)
>/5 Xk.k{{Xk'.kf^{V)){Xm.M[V => a]{Xn.mna)))
>l Xk.k(M[V => a]
>f \k.k(M[a := An.
= [a]M[a := \n.V(V)na]. D

5.3. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5

Lemma 3.5. /ƒ we have M \>^N in Xyfi, then M =pr} N in domain-free À2. To
be précise, the following holds true:

(1) if M >pr]r N in Xy^, then M \>^v N in domain-free X2;
(2) if M >st N in Xyji, then M =p N in domain-free X2.

Proof. By induction on the dérivation of M i>M TV. We show the base cases:

Case of (0V) (Xx.M)V > M[x := V]:
{Xx.M)V = Afei.(Afc2.fc2(A
>l Xk1.V{Xn.{Xx.M)nk1)

>^ M[x := V].

Case of (r}v) XX.VX E> F where x £ FV(V):
Xx.Vx - A/c./c(Ax:(AA:/.(F(Am.^(An.mn/c/)))))
| - Xk.k{Xx.{Xkf.{Xk".k"

Case of (/3t) (Ai.M)Ai>M:
(Xt.M)A = Xk.(Xk' .k'(Xt.M))(Xm.mAqk)
>2p Xk.(XtM)Aqk >p XkM[t := Aq]k>pM[t := A\.
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Case of (ïfe) Xt.Vt > V where t 0 FV(V):
Xt.Vt = Xk.k(Xt.(Xk.V(Xm.mtk)))
= Xk.k{Xt(Xk.(Xk.kV(V))(Xm.mtk)))
>} \k.k(\t.(\k.V(V)tk))

Case of (fj,t) (fj,a.M)A\> fia.M[a <= A}:
(ixa.M)A = Xk.{Xa.M(Xx.x))(Xm.mA^k)

Xa.M[a :— Xm.mAqa](Xx.x) =p Xa.M[a <= A](Xx.x) = fia.M[a <̂= A].

Case of {in) (fxa.M)N \> fj,a.M[a <= N}:
(fi,a.M)N - Xk.{XaM(Xx.x)){Xm.W(Xn.m7ik))
>p Xk.M[a := Xm.N(Xn.mnk)](Xx.x) = Xa.M[a := Xm.N(Xn.mna)](Xx.x)
=$ Xa.M[a <= N](Xx.x) = na.M[a <̂  TV].

Case of (/xr)

-M[a := Xn.mnk](Xx.x))
Xk.M[a := Xn.^(V)nk](Xx.x) = XaM[a := A

Case of (rn) [a] 0/3.10 o y[/3 := a]:

:= a] = V[f3 := a].

Case of (/x-77) /ia;.[o;]M > M where a ^ FN(M):

t>| Aa.Ma >^ M. •

5.4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.9

Lemma 3.9. We have the following property with respect to replacements:

(1) M[a <= N] = M[a := Xm.N[k := An.mna]].
(2) M[a ^ A] = M[a := Am.m^a].
(3) M[V => a] = W[a := Xn.$(V)na].

Proof. By induction on the structure of M. We show one case M of [a]M;, where
=ih dénotes the use of the induction hypothesis:

(1) ([a]M)[a <= N] - [a](M[a <= N})N
= k(M[a 4= N}N[k := a\)
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= k(M\a <= N][k ̂  Xm.N[k := \n.mnk]][k := a])
=ih k(M[a := \n.N[k := Xn.mna]][k := Xm.N[k := An.mnfc]][/c := a])
= k(M[k := a][a := Xm.lV[k := An.mna]])
= [a]M [a := Xm.N[k := An.mna]].

(2) ([a]M)[a *= A] = [a](M[a
= k((M[a <= A])I[k := a])
= fc(M[a <=>!][* := Am.m^g/c][/c := a])
=ih k(M[a :=
= fc(M[fc := a])[a := Xm.mAqa]
= [a]M[a :=

(3) [^(Af^^a]) = [a]F(M[y =• a})
= k(V(M[V ^~ö\)[k := a])

:= Xn.$(V)nk][k := a])
:= a])

= k(M[a := An.$(F)na][/c := Xn.$(V)na])
:= a][a := A

= Ia]M[a := Xn.$(V)na]. D

5.5. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.10

Lemma 3.10. If we have M\ >fÀ M2 in Xyji, then Mx t>^v M2 in domain-free
A2. To be précise, the following holds true:

(1) if Mi >0vr M2 in Xyfjï, then Mi >pv M2 in domain-free A2.
More precisely, let Mi contain no vacuous fi-abstraction, i.e., a G FN(M)
for every subterm fia.M of Mi. If Mi t>^r M2f then ~MÏ>^V M2 in domain-
free A2;

(2) if Mi >st M2 in Xyfi, then Mi = M2 in domain-free X2.

Proof. By induction on the dérivation of Mi D>̂  M2. For the case of (1), see also
the proof of Lemma 3.19. We show the base cases below, where id dénotes Xx.x:

Case of (A,) (Xx.M)V > M[x := V]:

(Xx.M)V = $(Xx.M)<ï>(V)k = (Xx.\k.M)$(V)k
Xk.M[x := Q(V)]k >v M[x := $(V)] = M[x := V}.

Case of (r]v) XX.VX > V where x £ FV(V):
Xx.Vx = k(Xx.Xk.Vx) = k(Xx.Xk.${V)$(x)k)
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k(\x.Q{V)x) >n k$(V) = V.

Case of (fa) (Xt.M)A > M[t := A):
(Xt.M)A= ^(Xt.M)A^k = {Xt.XkT!)Aqk

3É XkJÏ[t := Aq]k >v M[t:=A\.

Case of (rit) Xt.Vt > V where t g FV(V):
XLVt = k(Xt.X_k.$(V)tk)

Case of (fjLt) (fj,a.M)A> fia.M[a <= A]:
. = iML.M[k := Xm.mAqk]

= ~M[k := id][a := k][k := Am.m^A:]

= M[a := Am.mAga][A: := id][a := k]

:— id][a := fc] ~ fia.M

Case of (/ij) (/za.M)iV>/iaJtf[a <̂  JV]:
W := id]\a := fc][fc := Am.Ï7[& := An.mnA:]]

= M[k := id][a := Xm.N[k := An.mnA;]]

= M[a := Am.iV[fc := An.mna]][fc := zd][a := fc]

:= id}[a := ifc] = ^xa.M[a

Case of (/ir) V(fJba.M) > fia.M[V <= a]

~M[k := zd][a := AÎ][*Î := A

M[a := Xn.$(V)na][k := id][a":= fc]

M [ y =^ a][fe := id][a := k] = fxa.M[V => a).

Case of (rn) [a](fi(3.V) > F[/ï := a]:

k(V[k := id}[/3 :=

ifc(F[ifc:=id][i9:=a])

Case of (/iry) /xa.[a]M > M where a $ FN(M):

fiœ[a]M = Jâ\M[k := id][a := k]

= (fe(M[fc := a]))[fc := i^ [a :== k)

>I3 Af[k:=a][a:=k]=:M. D
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5.6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.13

Proposition 3.13 (Strong Normalization of>3t). Any Xy^-term is strongly nor-
malizable with respect to the structural réductions >st.

Proof. From Lemma 5.7 below. D

Recall that a term £[jia.M] is also represented as Sn[£n~i[- • -£i\pa.M] •••]],
where £i[ ] is either [ ]Mi, Vi[ ], or [ ]Ai, and for simplicity, £i also dénotes the
terms M*, V*, or the type Ai.

The term £n[£n-i[- • -£i[fj,a.M] • • •]] where Ei ^ [ ] has successive redexes of
>5t, and the size of the redexes will be defned by the natural number n. In the
case £ of [ ], we say that the size of redexes of £[JJLOL.M] is 0. Since a term-tree is
finite, the structure of redexes will be represented as a finite tree whose nodes are
labelled with the size (a natural number), especially leaves with 0:

where the root node is denoted by the natural number [n] and the children are
represented by [ni ], . . . , [~n7]. The branching number l in this example will be
determined by l free occurrences of [a] in M of £n[£n~i[- * * £i[/xa.M] •*•]].

An ordering on the trees T is defined as follows:

Définition 5.1 (Ordering on Trees, >-).

(I) A tree whose root is smaller is smaller:

if >

(II) A tree whose subtree is removed is smaller:
Let T be the following tree with root n:
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Then T >- T', where T" is obtained from T by removing some T{ for 1 < i < L
(III) A tree whose subtree is smaller is smaller:

If T[T{] is a tree obtained by repalcing a subtree T\ of T with T[ such that
Ti >- T[, then T[Ti] y T[T{].

The ordering >- on the trees is well-founded, since we have the minimum tree 0.
Given a Ày/^-term, then we first define a degree of the term with respect to

successive redexes of >s t ) that is, £n[£n-i[m ' ' S\[jia.M] •••]]:

Définition 5.2 (degree, deg(£(/xa.M))).

deg(£n[Sn-1[.'-£l\fJLa.M1]...]}) =

where n > 0, and the branching number k is obtained by k free occurrences
of [a] in Mi. For 1 < i < fc, the subtree Ti is defined by the shape of the subterm
[a]Mf of Mi, as follows:

{ deg(£[/i/?.M"]) for a subterm [a](£\}j,/3.M"]) of Mi;
deg(£i) for a subterm [a]^ and £x = £[fi(3.M/f]]

0 otherwise.

The depth of the tree can be regarded as a length of the segment in terms of [1,50].
Next we define a tree of the trees, denoted by T or Deg(M), which means a

degree of the whole term M. A node of a tree is denoted by (TT), and a node of

a tree of trees is by [TJ . Given a Ày^-term M, then Deg(M) is defined in the
following:

Définition 5.3 (Degree, Deg(M)).

( 1 ) C a s e M o f £n[£n-i[- ' ' £ i ] / i o t . M i \ •••]} w h e r e n > 0 :
Deg(M) is a t ree of trees, consisting of deg(£n[£n-i[- - - f i [ /xa .Mi] ••*]]) as
a root and consisting of D e g ( £ i ) , . . . , Deg(£'n) ï D eg (Mi ) as t he subtrees , as
follows:

D
Deg(Ma)

(2) Other case M of term application; M = MiM2:
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Deg(Mi) Deg(M2)

(3) Otherwise:
Deg(Ax.M) = Deg(At.M) = Deg([a]M) = Deg(M^) - Deg(M);
Deg(x) = 0.

When a Av^-term is, for instance, in the form of (\x.£n[' * • £i[^a.M] • • • ]) (\y.£'m
[• • • £{[/xa'.M'] •••]), Deg of the term is defined as follows:

Deg(£n •])

In order to give an ordering on the trees of trees T, we give an auxiliary ordering
> on trees T:

Définition 5.4 (Auxiliary Relation on Trees, >).

(i) T>T

>

where l > 1 and 1 < i < L Here, the right-hand side is obtained from
the left-hand side by k times copying a subtree Ti (k > 1), and the subtree
Ti is called a copied subtree.

(iii) If Tx > T2, then T[TX\ > T[T2].

Prom the définition, if Ti > T2 then either T± = T2 or T2 contains a copied subtree.
It is clear that the relation > is not well-founded.

A tree is denoted by T and a tree of trees is by T. The orderings on trees are
extended to the trees of trees, denoted by » .

Définition 5.5 (Ordering on Trees of Trees, » ) .

(IV) A tree of trees whose root is smaller is smaller:
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if T > T'.

(V) A tree of trees whose subtree is smaller is smaller, where in the root a subtree
can be copied:
If Tó > Tj and T > T', then

(VI) A tree of trees whose subtree is smaller is smaller:
If 3~[̂ ï'] is a tree of trees obtained by repalcing a subtree 7{ of T with T{
such that Ti » T/, then T[71] » T[T/].

The ordering > on the trees of trees is also well-founded, since we have a minimal

tree in which every component tree is 0, Le. [Ö] .
For natural number n > 1, the Ay/i-term Pn that has successive redexes of

structural réductions is defined as follows:

where Po contains no subterm of the form= £1[IJLOCI.PQ]

[ K W ] ) ;
— £n+1\jiarh+\.Nn+i\ where Nn+i contains a subterm of the form

for some k < n.

Let [X/a] be either [a <= X] or [X => a\.

Lemma 5.6. Let Mi be £n[- • • £i[fia.M] - - -] where n > 0.
If Mi >st M2; then either deg(Mi) >- deg(M2) or deg(Mi) > deg(M2).

Proof. By induction on the length of Mi, we show that either deg(Mi) S deg(M2)
or deg(Mi) > deg(M2), if Mx >st M2.

Case 1. Mx = £n{- • -£i[fia.M] • • •] >st £n[- • f2[Ata.M[fi/a]] • •] = M2: if ^
[• • • £i[na.M] • • -}>st £n[' ' £2[^ot.M[£i/a\] • •], then from (I) of Définition 5.1, one
has

Case 2. Mx ~ £n[ • *£i[fia.M] • "}>st£n[ • -^[/xa.M'] • • •] = Af2, whereM>stM
f:

we have the two cases where successive redexes Pk in M is reduced or not.

Case 2-1. Successive redexes Pfe in M is reduced: if Mi = P m + i = £ m + 1

[/xam+i.ATm+1]>st£:m+1[/xQ;m+i.^+1] = M2, where iV^+1 is obtained from iVm+i
by reducing a subterm Pk<m of iVm+1 in the same way as Case 1 above, then
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àeg{£m+1[iiam+l.Nm+1)) >- deg(Sm+1[fiam+1.N^+1]) by (I) and (III) of Défini-
tion 5.1.

Case 2-2. Non-successive redexes £f[iij3.M$] is reduced in M, where £f[jjL(3.M3}>st

'/ƒ?]:

Case 2-2-1. E1 of £'[n(3.Mz] in M contains successive redexes P&:

Case 2-2-1-1. (3 g FN(M3): we have £'[/x/?.M3]»stAfc/?.M3, and hence deg(Mi) y
deg(M2) from (II) and (III) of Définition 5.1.

Case 2-2-1-2. f3 e FN(M3): after the réduction £'[///?. M3] >st /z/?.M3 [£'//?], the
successive redexes Pk in £f is copied as the number of the free occurrences of f3 in
M3. Hence, deg(Mi) > deg(M2) by Définition 5.4.

Case 2-2-2. f7 of Ef[^if3.M3} in M contains no successive redexes: even after the
réduction £'[/x/?.M3] >st ^/?.M3 [£'/ƒ?], deg(Mi) has no change, since £f contains no'
Pk. Then from (i) of Définition 5.4, we have deg(Mi) > deg(M2).

Case 3 . Mx = £n[•"£»[• -£i[fia.M] ••]••] >3t £n[ >£•[• -E^a.M] ••]-•] = M2, where

Case 3-1. £i = £\ = f'[//^S.Ma] and M contains a subterm of the form [a]V: from
the induction hypothesis, we have either deg(^) >- deg(£{) or deg(fi) > deg(f{).
Hence, we have deg(Mi) >- deg(M2) or deg(Mi) >.deg(M2) by (III) of Défini-
tion 5.1 or (iii) of Définition 5.4, respectively.

Case 3-2. Otherwise, deg(Mi) has no change from Définition 5.2. Then we have
deg(Mi) > deg(M2) by (I) of Définition 5.1. D

The following lemma essentially means that >st is strongly normalizable even for
untyped terms, from which Proposition 3.13 can be verified.

Lemma 5.7. If we have Mi >st M2, then Deg(Mi) > Deg(M2).

Proof. By induction on the length of M\ and following the similar case analysis to
Lemma 5.6, we prove that Deg(Mi) » Deg(M2) if M1>stM2. From Définition 5.3,
we only show the case where Mx is in the form of £n[£n-i[' • • £1 [f^ta.M] •••]]. Other
cases can be confirmed by the induction hypothesis together with (VI) of Défini-
tion 5.5.

Case 1. Mi = £n[---£i[fia.M] •••] >st £n[ • ̂ [ / i a . M ^ i / a ] ] • •] = M2: since
deg(Mi) >- deg(M2), we have Deg(Mi) > Deg(M2) by (IV) of Définition 5.5.

Case 2. Mx = £n[- • • E^aM] • ••]>8t£n[- • • £i[fjux.M'] • • •] = M2, where M»stM':
we have the two cases where successive redexes Pk in M is reduced or not.
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Case 2-1. Successive redexes Pk in M is reduced: if M\ = Pm+i = £rn+1

[^o;m+i.A^m+i][>stf
m+1[//a;m+i.^+1] = M2, where 7V^+1 is obtained from iVm+1

by reducing a subterm Pk<m of 7Vm+1 in the same way as Case 1 above, then
deg(Mi) >- deg(M2). Hence, Deg(Mi) » Deg(M2) by (IV) of Définition 5.5.

Case 2-2. Non-successive redexes £'[/-£/?.M3] is reduced in M, where £'[/i/?.M3]i>st

[

Case 2-2-1. 5' of f ' ^ . M a ] in M contains successive redexes Pk'.

Case 2-2-1-1. ƒ3 £ FN(M3): we have £'[///3.M3] >at /x/?.M3, and then deg(Mi) >-
deg(M2). Hence, Deg(Mi) » Deg(M2) from (IV) and (VI) of Définition 5.5.

Case 2-2-1-2. 0 G FN(M3): after the réduction £'[/x/3.M3] >st fJ,0.M3[£'/0\, the
successive redexes P& in £' is copied as the number of the free occurrences of (3 in
M3 so that deg(Mi) > deg(M2).

Let M contain l free occurrences of [a]. An interesting case is that £* con-
tains h < l free occurrences of [a] and M3 contains Z2 > 1 free occurrences of [/?].
In this case, we have (h x Z2) free occurrences of [a] in Ms^'/^ö], and then M1

contains (l + £i x (Z2 — 1)) free occurrences of [a], which is greater than / when
/2 > 1. This means that in the root tree of the whole tree, i.e., deg(Mi), the
branching number at some node of deg(Mi) changes from l to (l -h h x (Z2 — 1)),
which is caused by (l± x (Z2 — 1)) times copying the corresponding subtree Pk in Mi.
However, we have Deg(M) >̂ Deg(M') from the induction hypothesis. Therefore,
we have Deg(Mi) » Deg(M2) by (V) of Définition 5.5.

Case 2-2-2. £f of £f[fip.M3] in M contains no successive redexes: even after the
réduction £'[/z/?.M3] >st /i/3.M3 [f'//?], deg(Mi) has no change, since £r contains
no Pfc. Prom the induction hypothesis, we have Deg(M) >̂ Deg(M'), and hence
Deg(Mi) > Deg(M2) by (VI) of Définition 5.5.

C a s e 3 . M1 = £n[ • %[- • E^a.M] - • ] • • ] >8t Sn[ -£•[--Sii^a.M}..]..] = M 2 , w h e r e

Case 3-1. £i = £i = £f[jij3.M^\ and M contains a subterm of the form [a]V:
from Lemma 5.6, we have either deg(£i) >- deg(f{) or deg(£ î) > deg(£().

In the first subcase of deg(£i) >~ deg(f{), we have deg(Mi) >- deg(M2), and
hence Deg(Mi) > Deg(M2) from (IV) of Définition 5.5.

In the second subcase of deg(£i) > deg(5{), we have Deg(fi) » Deg(£() from
the induction hypothesis. If deg(£i) = deg(f{), then Deg(Afi) » Deg(M2) by
(VI) of Définition 5.5. Otherwise, deg(£{) has a copied subtree. Then we have
Deg(Mi) > Deg(M2) from Deg(fi) > Deg(5() and (V) of Définition 5.5.
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Case 3-2. Otherwise, deg(Mi) has no change from Définition 5.2. Prom the
induction hypothesis, we have Deg(£i) >̂ Deg(£|), and then Deg(Mi) >̂ Deg(M2)
by (VI) of Définition 5.5.

D
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